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County power agency dislodges PG&E
Sonoma Clean Power now
dominant supplier as it expands
to Petaluma, Cloverdale, RP
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DE MO C RAT

Sonoma Clean Power, the year-old
public agency, is rolling out service
today to three additional cities and
in doing so is set to become the main
electricity supplier within Sonoma
County, dislodging PG&E from a

business it has long dominated in
the region.
The expansion makes Sonoma
Clean Power the new default provider for homes and businesses in Petaluma, Rohnert Park and Cloverdale,
as well as Santa Rosa, Windsor, Cotati, Sonoma and Sebastopol, where
the agency is already purchasing
power for most residential and commercial customers.
Including accounts in the trio of
newly added cities, the public provider now serves as the electricity
supplier for about 90 percent, or

nearly 204,000 of the county’s roughly 226,000 residential and commercial customers. Less then 10 percent
of accounts have opted out and chosen to remain with PG&E, said Geof
Syphers, Sonoma Clean Power’s
chief executive officer.
“The fact that we’ve got most of
the county’s electricity customers
signed on has created a fantastic
challenge — we’re looking to buy
more power,” Syphers said.
As it looks to expand, through
electricity contracts with a stable of
renewable and conventional power

suppliers, Sonoma Clean Power has
for the last year held a price advantage over PG&E, delivering a supply
that the agency touts as greener and
cheaper for customers.
Sonoma Clean Power customers
are saving between 6 and 9 percent
on their electricity bills compared to
PG&E’s rates, according a monthly
pricing report published by PG&E.
“We saved homeowners and businesses $6 million last year, and that’s
all being pumped back into the local
economy, so to me, this is an envi-

Geof
Syphers
Sonoma Clean
Power CEO
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As more law enforcement agencies roll out technology, officials, advocates
consider how to strike balance between privacy, transparency

Body camera debate

NSA
spying
powers
lapse
Paul blocks extension as
Senate signals shift toward
curtailing data collection
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER
and JONATHAN WEISMAN
NEW YO R K T I M ES
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Petaluma Police Sgt. Jeremy Walsh uses a small body camera during a stop for a suspected assault.
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS D E MO C RAT

B

ody-worn cameras are quickly
becoming standard-issue equipment for North Coast peace officers alongside batons, guns, protective
vests, radios and other tools of the law
enforcement trade.
But many questions about how the
technology will be used are unresolved
— from how much discretion an officer
is given on when to hit the record
button to whether the public will ever
see the footage. Police chiefs, sheriffs,
Sacramento lawmakers, lobbyists, civil-rights advocates and others are still
debating how video of law enforcement
actions should be captured, kept and
distributed.
“Things are moving fast in camera

WHAT ARE AGENCIES DOING?
Santa Rosa is training for a gradual rollout of
body cameras and plans to seek public input into
its policy, while the county Sheriff’s Office has
been working on its policy over the past year.
Petaluma has 22 cameras that have been in use
for about three weeks. Sacramento lawmakers
also have introduced a slew of bills on the issue.

policies,” Sonoma County Assistant
Sheriff Rob Giordano said. “We are
paying close attention to the laws and
what’s changing. Our policy has been
worked over immensely.”
Can an officer review footage before
writing a report? Should an officer ask
permission to record when entering
a private residence? Is it appropriate
for officers to use the cameras when
responding to domestic violence calls?
“There are a lot of issues, and privacy is a huge one,” Santa Rosa Police
Chief Hank Schreeder said.
The Santa Rosa Police Department,
which has begun to train its officers in
a gradual camera rollout to its patrol
force, expects next month to ask for
public input on a preliminary body
camera policy. The Sonoma County
TURN TO CAMERA, PAGE A7

WASHINGTON — The government’s authority to sweep
up vast quantities of phone records in the hunt for terrorists
expired at 12:01 a.m. today after
Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., blocked
an extension of the program
during an extraordinary and at
times caustic Sunday session of
the Senate.
Still, the Senate signaled that
it was ready to curtail the National Security Agency’s bulk
data collection
program with
likely passage
this week of
legislation that
would shift the
storage of telephone records
from the government to the Rand
phone compa- Paul
nies. The House GOP senator
overwhelming- from Kentucky
ly passed that
bill last month. Senators voted,
77-17, on Sunday to take up the
House bill.
Paul’s stand may have forced
the temporary expiration of
parts of the post-9/11 Patriot
Act used by the National Security Agency to collect phone records, but he was helped by the
miscalculation of Sen. Mitch
McConnell, the majority leader,
who sent the Senate on a weeklong vacation after blocking the
House bill before Memorial Day.
McConnell, also of Kentucky,
relented Sunday, setting up a final round of votes on Tuesday
or Wednesday that will most
likely send a compromise version of the House bill to President Barack Obama for his sigTURN TO NSA, PAGE A5

In Japan, tax breaks come with lobster
In addition to seafood, thank-you
gifts for donors include hot-spring
vacations, tablet deals and beef
By JONATHAN SOBLE
NEW YOR K T I ME S

HIRADO, Japan
ax breaks come in many forms.
Charitable gifts. Health care
expenses. Mortgage interest payments.
In this small fishing village, they come
in a cooler.
It is part of the great tax giveaway

T

happening across Japan.
Taxpayers who donate money to
Hirado get a nice deduction and a shipment of slipper lobsters, spiral-shelled
mollusks and oysters.
Don’t like seafood? Hirado has hundreds of other thank-you gifts, like a
monthly vegetable delivery, a fold-up
electric bike or a wedding photo shoot
with formal wear and hotel stay included.
Donors — 36,000 in one year — now
outnumber residents.
“I think of them as neo-citizens,” said
Hirado’s mayor, Naruhiko Kuroda.
TURN TO JAPAN, PAGE A8
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Farmer Takayuki Fukuda harvests asparagus in
Hirado, Japan, on April 27.
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